
Up to 8 attendees, rooms for single use: €1595
For 10 Attendees

*6 Attendees, rooms for single use: €1595
4* Attendants, double use rooms: €1420

Essaouira Retreat 30/04 - 05/05 2024 
Prices

Includes
Shared single or double room in Riad Baladin, 5 nights (04/30 - 05/05)

Shared single or double room in Riad Marrakech, 1 night (04/05-05/05)

Welcome seasonal fruit.

Mineral water included in meals

Water and Infusions Area

All workshops, activities and materials included.

Round-trip airport transfers.

Transfers to the city.

THEHIVE special welcome gift

Notebook for notes, pen, personalized THEHIVE bag and mineral water for

excursions

Follow-up after the meeting with reinforcement activities,

led by therapists and coordinated by the THEHIVE team.

6 days 5 nights

*Note: The minimum number of attendees is 8 people and a maximum of 10.



Not includes 
Flights or transfers outside of those mentioned in the program

Mini bar service.

Extra drinks (alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks) outside food services

Activities, additional therapies, Holistic Massages, * indicated in the "Optional"

program and under booking (prices will be provided upon request)

 Shopping at local markets

Booking conditions and
cancellation policy

You can write an email to thehive.byjustaguillen@gmail.com or call

+34 630853511 and we will explain the payment details. So that the

reservation becomes official when at least 50% of the

total and before February 10.

Places are very limited up to a maximum of 10 people and in

If you have to cancel the reservation, it will not be refundable.

* Note: If you have to cancel the reservation, it will not be refundable after this

date, February 10, unless the person who cancels provides another

replacement person who wants to make the reservation in their place.

If the meeting had to be canceled by the organization or

border closure or similar, the reservation made would be refundable.

***IMPORTANT: It is necessary to have medical insurance for the trip

private and bring a printed insurance certificate.



JUSTA GUILLÉN
thehive.byjustaguillen@gmail.com

+34 630853511

For more information and
booking


